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Docket No. 50-134

Worcester Polytechnic Institute
ATTN: Mr. L. M. Bobek

Director
Nuclear Reactor Facility

Worcester, Massachusetts 01609

Gentlemen:

Subject: NONCONSERVATIVE REACTOR PERIOD METER

References: /.1) Letter, Mr. L. M. Bobek (WPI) to Mr. T. S. Michaels (NRC),
dated December 11, 1990

(2) Letter, Mr. L. M. Bobek (WPI) to Mr. T. F. Dragoun (NRC),
dated December 13, 1990

We have reviewod your investigation and corrective actions (Reference 1) for
the Period Meter malfunction which occurred on December 4, 1990. We concur
with the proposed corrective actions described in your letter. During your
telephone discussion with Dr. R. Bores and Mr. T. Dragoun of this office on
December 12, 1990, you informed us that you would not restart the reactor until
after completion of corrective actions B)1, B)3, B)4 and C)1 described in your
December 11, 1990 letter. On the basis of your December 13, 1990 letter, we
understand that you now have completed the actions indicated above. We also
underst4nd that the operator training (action item C)1) included the following
topics:

1) Instruction concerning the correct use of the " rule of thumb" method for
estimating reactor period.

2) Discussion of the new standing orders resulting from action items B)3 and
B)4.

As a result, we have no objection to resumption of operation of the Worcester
reactor.
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Your cooperation with us is appreciated.

Sincerely,

i

Wininal Sicued 3 (7

Richard W. Cooper .;

Deputy Division Director ;

Division of Radiation Safety and
Safeguards

cc:: .
~Dr. R. Goloskie, Reactor. Safety Officer
Dr. D..Apelian, Provost

.

Dr.~. J.;Mayer, Chairman,= Nuclear Engineering Program
.Dr. W. Vernetson, TRTR '

.Public Document. Room.(PDR)-

Local Public Document Room (LPDR)
. Nuclear.SafetyInformationCenter(NSIC)
Commonwealth of. Massachusetts -(2)

'

bec:-
_ . ,

J

' Region.I Docket. Room-(with concurrences).
,

: Management-Assistant, DRMA'

R LT. Dragoun, DRSS o

! S. Weiss', NRR-(0WFN 10D21) '
P. K. Eapen. DRS'
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h Nudear Reactor Facility'

WORCESTER !100 institute Roadm
_

t . POLYTECHNIC worcester, M A m609 2280 i-

Ill
IL 1 JNSTITUTE (508) 831 5276-

(508) 831 5236
FAX (508) 8315680

December 11, 1990
,

|

Mr. Theodore 8. Michaels
USNRC
PDNP
H.B. 11-B-20
Washington, D.C. 205SS

Dear Hr. Michiels:

This letter is in response to the incident involving the
operation of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute's Nuclear
Reactor Facility on Tuesday. December 4, 1990 and reported to
NRC by myself that same evening. The enclosed report
details the events surrounding the incident, subsequent
analyses and actions discussed with and approved by this
facility's oversight committee, and the conclusions drawn.

To.nummarize, while shutdown on Tuesday afternoon
maintenance was performed on the Log-N/ Period Amplifier
which required its being de-energized and removed from the
control console. -11owing the maintenance, the log
amplifier portion o; Log-N/ Period Amplifier was calibrated
and the safety system scram was observed opet<ble for a 7.5
second indicated period. During power ascension to 900
watts, the console operator surmised the actual rate of
power change was faster than was indicated by the period
meter. The operator then took immediate action to shutdown
the reactor.

Subsequent analyses indicate that when the log amplifier
portion of the Log-N/ Period Amplifier was calibrated,the
Log-N/ Period Amplifier met the Technical Specification
requirements for.the safety system settings. During
operations that calibration drifted. Teste performed on the
Log-N/ period Amplifier indicate the cause of the drift to be
due to inadequate " warmup" time once the Amplifier was re-
energized. By.de-energizing and re-energizing the
Amplifier, the drift during warmup has been reproduced and
recorded on the Log-N Power recorder. The drift stabilizes
after~approximately 45 minutes. A complete calibration of
the Log-N/ Period Amplifier was performed on December 10.
The calibration was then checked 24 hours later on December
11 and no adjustments were necessary.
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The drifting during operation could then be considered a
component malfunction, that if allowed to continue could
have made the system incapable of performing its safety
function by not providing automatic shutdown at the limits
specified in the Technical Specifications. We therefore
categorize this incident as a Reportable Occurence as
defined by item 3 for reportable occurences in our Technical
Specifications. We do not consider this incident reportable
as defined in item I since the safety system setting had not
changed; but rather, it was the processing of the
compensated ion chamber signal that had changed.

The Facility's oversight committee and I believe we have
established adequate controls to ensure the problem will not
reoccur. Those controls are delineated in the enclosed
report. Lastly, we conclude that the problem which affected
the period indication would not also occur in the safety
system channels which measure power. The controls currently
in place require that if maintenance is performed on-one.cf
these channels, it is functionally tested and its
calibration checked against the other two. In addition,
-power is calibrated semi-annually via foil activation
method. These channels are then always adjusted
conservatively when compared to the foil results.

.If you should require additonal information, please do not

. hesitate to contact me. We thank you for your assistance
and attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

*

Leo M. Bobek,
. Director

cc Hr. T.F. Dragoun,
Region 1

.
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QIBCRIPTION OF CIRCUXBTANCES
On Tuonday December 4, 1990 at 1235 a reactor start-up was
initiated for routine irradiation of student experiments, one
oXperiment required an irradiation while suboritcal and the
other required an operation of 900 watts.

At 1257 a reactor scram occurod with the reactor subcritical
(ono control blade withdrawn and a second blade partially
withdrawn), due to an electronically orratic period noter.
The Log-N/ Period Amplifior was de-energized and removed from
the control consolo for diagnostic testing. A vacuum tube
(designated as Vi by the G.E. supplied technical manual) was
replaced in the power supply portion of the Log-N/Porlod
Amplifier by the SRO. The Amplifier was then replaced in the
control console and re-energized. At 1328, the log amplifier
portion of the Log-N/Poriod Amplifier (see block diagram) was
then re-calibrated on the high (100kw) end and on the low (1.0
watt) ond. At 1340, the channel was then functionally chocked
by placing the noutron source along side the Log-N detector and
observing that the meter responded and that the safety system
scram occured at a 7.5 second indicated poriod. The technical
manual (seo attached portions) for the Log-N/Porlod amplifier
states that replacement of tubes designated as V20, V21, V22,
or V25 requirea readjustment of the instrumcat and that
replacoment of all other tubes will not effect calibration.
Permission was then given to ro-start the reactor by the SRO.
At 1401, with all control blades withdrawn and the regulating
blado at 10 inches, a suberitical irradiation was performed for
one minute. The regulating blade height was then increased to
bring the reactor critical. At 1407, the neutron source and
B-10 detector were removed from the core. The operator then
raised the rog. blade height to 20 inchos to obtain an
indicated 50 second period. At approximately 300 watts the
oporator began to stabilize power by inserting the reg blade.
Power continued to increase and at 500 watts the oporator
manually drovo in the control blados in an effort not to exceed
the requestod 900 watts. Those actions reduced the indicated
period to greater than 100 seconds. When the linear power
indicators passed the 800 watt lovel, the operator curm.t. sed
poWor was increasing more rapidly than indicated and decided to
initiate a manual scram.

Following the shutdown of the roactor, the safety system
instrument indications and operator actions were discuct.od with
the operator by the SRO and the Facility Director. Fol:.owing
the discussion, a decision was made to calculato the actual
reactor period from the regulating blado excess reactivity
calibration data, given the reactor critical regulating blade
height of 12.5" and the maximum height during the evolution
being 20". A " rule of thumb" formula was employed and the

1
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calculation indicated an expected period of approximatoly 8
Goconds.

Following that determination of reactor period, an ovaluation
of the Log /Pariod Amplifier performanco was started at
approximately 1600. The ovaluation consisted of chocking the
Log-N/ Period Anplifier calibration according to the
manufacturer supplied technical manual. The technical nanual
(ses attached portions) specifically stated that calibration of
the period amplifier should not be attempted unless the log
amplifier had first been calibratod. The decision was nade n21
to first calibrate the log amplifier portion of the
Log-N/ period Amplifier as required because it was believed the
entire amplifier should be checked in an Han is state". Tho
remainder of the calibration procedure included using a formula
to calculate the voltage ramp required to produce a desired
period. The focnula also requires the value for a voltago
measurement obtained from the calibrated log amplifier. Using
this voltage value obtained, and calculating the voltage ramp
required to produce a 3 second period, the calculated voltage
ramp was tien input into the Log-N/Porlod Amplifier. The
results wore as follows:

Expected period Actual Period
3 noc. 6.5 sec.

S soc. 12 sec.

Those measuromonts concluded at approximately 1730.

Bacod on thoso measurements and the estimato of the expected
period, the Director decided to inform tho NRC. The Technical
Specification 5.7 (1) for the WPI Reactor requires that the NRC
be notified promptly of a condition that could prevent a
reactor safety system from performing its intended function.
With concurronce of the Director and SRO, this call was made at
1755.

On Wednesday morning, December 5, a meeting of the the
Radiation, Health, and Safeguards Committee (RHSC) was called
for 1300 and in the interin, diccussions were hold to: develop
a chronological order of events, develop a plan to further
analyze and correct the amplifier problem, and develop a plan '

to prevent recurrence.
,

To help analyze the amplifier problem, it was decided to
rechock the period amplifier calibration by performing the log
amplifior c,alibration first. This accomplished, the ramp
voltago required for an expected period of 3 seconds was input.
The resutis woro:

Expected Period Actual Period f

2
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3 sec. 5.2 sec.

In addition, the amplifier trip setpoints were also verified
at actual-meter readings of 7.5 acconds for the relay scram and
5.2-seconds for the electronic. The Technical Specifications
require a relay scram for a true reactor period of 5 seconds
or;gfiils} and an electronic scram for a true reactor period of
3 seconds greater.

At this time, the recorder tracings from the log and linear
power strip chart recorders were used to make an estimate of
the reactor period. From the log power tracing an estimated
period of 38 seconds was obtained and from the linear power
tracing an estimate of 32 seconds was obtained.

At 1300 the RHSC convened to assess the situation. Subsequent
to the discussion on the analysis and proposed action, it was
suggested _the reactor period estimate calculation performed the
previous evening would be re-evaluated. Following the meeting,
the moro accurate Inhour equation was solved for reactor period
using a numerical technique. This solution was then employed
to calculate reactor period using the same value of reactivity
addition from the reg, blade height of 12.5" to 20". The
calculation performed in-this fashion provided an expected
period of 34 seconds. This result closely matched the results
obtained from the strip chart traces but was utill faster than

-the 50 second period observed by the operator. Review of the
previous night's calculation showed an error using the " rule of
thumb" formula.

Actions Bubmitted And Acoroved DV The RHSC December 7, 1990

A) Immediate Log-N/ Period Amplifier corrective Actions:
1. Replace all vacuum tubes and allow a 24 hour " burn in"
period.
2. Perform an amplifier calibration according to tho technical
manual, necting all required specifications.
3. This calibration report will be given to the RHSC for review
at the next schedulod meeting,

(JB Procedural Ac3ionsa-
~

Q* Establish an Wloctronic calibration /proceduro for the G.E.
Log-N/ Period Amplifier based on the G.E. manual.
2. Draft and implomont a Standing Order requiring this
calibration be performod on a semi-annual basis..
d[2 Draft and implemont a standing order requiring the operator

; to verify period meter performance using doubling time.
(f2 Draft and implement a standing order requiring a complete
calibration for any maintenance performed on the G.E. Log-N
Amplifier. Roplacement of vacuum tubes will require
pre-testing before installation. After re-onergizing the
Amplifior, it shall be given a minimum 1 hour " warm up" period.

3
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All such maintenance will be reviewed at the next scheduled
RHSC meeting.

c Administrative Actions:
# )P Provide and document additional training to all operatorsC'omphasizing reactor kinotics applicable to the WPI Roactor.
This training will be reviewed by the RMSC at the next
scheduled meeting.
2. While maintaining a strict requirement for prompt
notification of the Commission for a Roportablo occurronco, an
offert should be made to provide indopondent review of the
circumstancos and analyses leading to such a conclusion.

!
. 3. The RHSC, without preclusion of NRC required changes,

approves the abovo actions and will review those actions
applicable to review at the next scheduled meeting.

Actions Taken As of beoember 7
Botween December 6 and December 7, all vacuum tubes in the
Log-N/Poriod Amplifior were replaced, on the morning of
December 7, the Amplifier was replaced in the consolo and
energized for testing and calibration. When a calibration was
performed, the Log-N/ Period Ampliflor exhibited the samo
bohavior as during operations on Tuesday. There wau the came
apparent drifting of the log portion of the amplifior. After
approximately one hour, the Log-N/Poriod Amplifier began
exhibit normal behavior with no apparent drift following
re-calibration of the log amplifier.

SUMMARY At{D CONCLUSIONS
The incident and analysis work performed on the Log-N/Poriod
Amplifior post reactor shutdown can be summarized as follows:

1) Following the vacuum tube replacement in the
Log-N/Porlod Amplifier power supply early Tuesday
afternoon, the calibration performed on the log amplifier
portion and subsequent functional tests of the period
amplifier scram both indicated the Log-N/ Period Amplifier
was operable.

2) When it wan realized the system was not behaving normally,
the operator took immediato action to shut down the
reactor.

3) Late Tuesday afternoon, a calibration check was
performed on the Log-N/Poriod Amplifier. . A calibration
check of the log amplifier portion indicated it had
drittod significantly from the calibration performod 2 and
1/2 hourn earlier, directly prior to start up.

4) A calibration chock was next performod on the period
amplifier portion of the Log-N/ Period Amplifior. This was
done without strictly following the technical manual
procedure which/ requires calibration of the log amplifier
portion prior t'o proceeding. The period amplifior
calibration check performed in this way would indicato it
was out of calibration such that its safety system

4 l
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f settings were loss conservative than required by tho
Technical Specifications.'

5) A calibration chock of the period amplifier portion of the
Log-N/ Period Amplifier was performed again on Wednosday
morning, this timo strictly following the technical manual
procedure by first calibrating the log amplifier portion
(as was the done directly prior to start up on Tuooday).
The results indicated the Log-N/ Period Amplifier met the
Technical Specification limit for the safety system
settings at the time of start up.

6) Based on observations made when all the vacuum tubos
were replaced and subsequent observations made when the
Amplifier was de-energized and re-enorgized, the period
ampliflor bnhavior which causod the operator to manually
shut down the roactor was most likely duo to not allowing
the Log-N/Poriod Amplifior adequato " warm up" tino after
the vacuum tube was replaced and the Amplifier
ro-energized.

Again, it must be emphasized that when the maintenance was
performed and checks mado according to Facility Licenso
requirements and manufacturers recommendations, there was no
indication the unit could malfunction.

This incident does hoWover provide us the opportunity to
improvo administrative controls on safoty system related
maintenance and to provide improved operator training.

Lastly, as of November 15,1990, a now Log-N/Porlod Amplifier
was ordered from Gamma-Motrics of San Diego, California. The
unit is expocted to arrive at the end of Fobruary or early
March. This unit will replace what is the last original
noutron measuring channel for the reactor. Until the new unitarrives, administrative and procedural actions taken will
provide reasonable accurance that the curront unit will be
capable of performing its intended safety function.

5
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5 I MAINTD1ANCE INSTRUCTIONS
*

f. 4,1 General
.

.. <

h, '
r., ato with a minimn :,f m.tntenance and adjustment.The General Electric Log N and Period Amplifier is designed to oper-p

( L Tho' unit is balancedand calibrated at the fagtory and chould not require additional adjust-f~
ment (exoct for the 10-0 - 10"1replaced. built-in calibration) unless tubes are
be readjusted.If V20, V21, V23, or V25 are replaced, the instrument ehould

'

is calibration. Other tubes ce ba nplaced without any effect on the
i'

' 4.2 Piriodie Maintennneo,

'y
' -

Log N Period Amplifier in operation for long periods of time. Routine periodio maintenance vill serve to keep the General Electrio
'

'

is in continuoue service, it should be checked overy 5,000 hours.
9 If the unit

is in casual une only, it should be checked every 1,000 hours of operation,If it
C or at least annually.,.

.

1; ~

6hould be removed and checked.During the routine periodio maintenance, all plug-in type tubee
Do not remove or attempt to teet electro-i' ,

meter tubes V21, V22, e.nd V25 unlese there in substantial evidence thatthey are causing trouble..

to be replaced unless abused.These tuben have a long life and seldom needi

with new tubee as listed in the Replaceable Parta List, Section V. Replace all tubes that are weak or faulty)

or overheated parte, and brush accur.11ated dust from ci,rcuit boards. Visually inapect for any signe of loose terminale, corroded joints,. ' . '-

eure to replace all cover plates and all tube chielde properly.t Be;
"

. -

'N Y
4.3 Calibration Procedure! h. -

:j n
4

' {' f 4.3.1 L g b* Amelifier3
t

M
, The following procedure should be used to calibrate the Log N,k ,s Amplitier:

,

'
; 1.

With the power turned off, adjust the mechanical zero on the
Log N meter to read 10-7 and on the period meter to read in-

,

6 finity,
iL

N.' J 2.
Turn power on and adjust R2 on power supply to indicate +20 AO.1| -

volts d-o at point F.
.

.
F i

'. 4-1- r
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3.
hrn the OPERATE-CALIBRATE sW tch to calibrate 10-6.

/. .
-

Adjust R263 so that the period meter again rendo infinity.
5. Adjust R208 so that the Log N meter reads 10-6 (R208 is on the( front of the panel behind the' port hole.)

5 '

6
hrn OPERATE. CALIBRATE switch to Calibrate 10'1.. . ,

/ 7. Adjust R220 so that the Log N meter reads 10'1 (R220isonthefrontpanel.) .

(} Repeat (5).and (7) until both points calibrate.8.
If calibration

cannot be achieved at this point due to running out of adjust-
ment on.the potentiometers, proceed as follovet,.

7,
---

". '

LhWh .) . , ' Return R208 to about the center of its travel.
j, . a .

:. . . "

b.) .With the OPERATE-CALIBRATE avitch on 104 , adjust R209 so
,,

/ Thh '

that the Log N motor reade 10-6,s w, & ,,
" '

o.) With the OPERATE-CALIBRATE switch on 10'1, adjust R220 to,
.

10-1
0

'

d.) Repeat b.) and c.) until both points calibrate. Nov R208
is in its center position ready for routine calibration.>

9. Return the OPERATE-CALIBRATE evitch 'to Ok'ERATE.The Log N meter'

should read down-scale below 10'7 with no input curront.
i

If not,7tc L,
check for ene of the troubles listed in 4.5.2.

'+
!' .,

. , - .) s : ) (,. ;'? f
kfif.. j 3j2f P_eriod%Amolifier

'Jis

f,.The'followingpiecedureshouldbeusedtocalibratetheperiodY. >
3

. amplifier. ''La ng.t, attomot to calibrate the period amplifier until the
{L Log N Amplifier has been calibrated.

1. With the Log N meter on 10" calib., meaeure the voltage at point
a

AA., , ,

# :

)' 2. With the Log N meter on 10-6 calib., moasure the volt. age at point,' AA.
.

' .I 3. Subtract the voltage measured at (2) from that measured at (1)#' I

O and refer to the difference ao V.
; 4. Connect a negative going voltage ramp at point AA with its out-j put calculated by the fellowinE formula:

,

ramp (volte/eec.) = Period (s c.) x 16.2 fN '

k

$ ihere V is the voltage in (3) above. OVc * |N10p6

VUlb hf chgQ

4-2
.

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - - " - - - - - " - ^ ^ ' " " - ^ ' ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ' - ' ' '
'
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With a 3-second period ramp applied, adjust R226 ao that the
period motor reada 3~ seconds.

Eglas
The period alarm and period trip adjustmento are roughly

,

calibrated by the marks on the back panel. I#-
If an exact Icalibration is required, continue with the following pro-J

cedure . ,

6.
Apply a ramp as in (4) equivalent to the period at which an alarm

.

is desired.
circuit just trips. Adjust the period alarm (on back panel) ao that the4,1

1
' ,

" 1

7.
Apply a ramp as in (4) equivalent to the period at which a trip

'

^
is desired. Adjust the period trip (on back panel) so that thecircuit just trips. - '

.

/* 4.4. Calibration Inntrumentau
(.,

" a Y ,"

| a,. tion andjtrouble shooting procedures:The(following instruments.are recommended to accompl:ch the calibra-.,-
.

a
,

1.'^ Function Generator, Hewlett-Packard Model 19 202A."
.

.

2
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter, Hewlett-Packr.rd, Model RP 4103,

*

3.
D-0 Amplifier and Electrometer, General Radio, Model 1230-A. '

;

4.5 Tro0ble Shootinc
' . . *

.t .

'. i " .,
.

..

a. i ,f4. 5.1 . 0eneral
,

;, ,m-
,.

.

S ', - ,V27
If .the Log N and Period Amplifier does not function properly, the

{.,follo. VIDE.proceduroashouldbefollowedtolocalizethesourceoftrouble:
I

~'

'a
|,,,.gg'l'*Checktoso"thtthiWs

?' '" ,
i

. .

"" Verify proper powe. line cord is connected to a ldve circuit.
e a-

,

r ecurce regulation. i
!

e. 2 Check for a blown fuse. If a fuse is blown, determine the cause
*'

j

and correct any improper condition that tay exist before energiz-i ing the equipment.

3.
Check the unit for faulty tubes utilizing the Voltage Chart,
Table 4-1, to isolate probable faulty tubes.

'

4.

Table 4-1, and the etched-circuit board illustrations shownInspect the unit for faulty parta utilizing the Voltage Chart,
-

|

in Figurea 1-3 through 1-6 for parts location.
.

4.5.2 Leakaro Curmnt

If the general trouble
shooting procedures do not locate the circuit

.

4-3
-

-
.

_.. L._ . . .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - -- - - - -
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(508) H315236
FAX (508) 831-5680

December 13, 1990

Mr. Thomas F. Dragoun
Division of Radiation Safety and Safeguards
USNRC, Region 1
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

RE: License No. R-61
Docket No. 50 ,134

Dear Mr. Dragount

Per our telephone conversation on December 12, 1990, I am
submitting the documents which relate to the letter and report
from this facility dated December 11, 1990.

As related to items D)1 and B)4 of the report, I am submitting
newly implemented Standing order 1. For item B)3, newly
implemented Standing Order 2 is submitted and for item C)1,
documentation of additional training is submitted.

Per the above mentioned telephone conversation we understand
pending acknowledgement for receipt of this information, NRC
authorization to resume operation is given.

Please contact me should you require further information.
Thank you again for your assistance and prompt attention to
this matter.

Sincerely,

Leo M. Bobek,
Director

o

cc: Mr. T.S. Micheals, PDNP
Document control Desk

"f |

NOIN 7 stag.<
_ ;

- - - - - - - - - - _ _
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Date1 2 W . 90L

STANDING ORDER 1
\

G.E. LOG-N/ PERIOD AMPLIFIER ROUTINE
AND UNSCHEDULED HAINTENANCE

I. Routine Haintenance .

1) A calibration of the 0.E. Log-N/ period Amplifler shall be
performed in accordance with the " Calibration of Log N
Instrument" procedure on a semi-annual basis.

2)
The " Log N Calibration Data" sheet shall be completed and
forwarded to the Facility Director for review and
submittal to the RHSC at the next scheduled meeting.

II. Unscheduled Maintenance
1)

Any unscheduled maintenance performed on the 0.E. Log-
N/ Period Amplifier chall be followed by a calibration asdescribed in the above part I.

2)
Replacement vacuum tubes shall be functionally tested on avacuum tube tester prior to installation.

3) If the amplifier _is de-
minimum 1 hour " warmup" energized for any maintenance, aperiod will be provided before
calibration is performed and reactor start-up permitted.

4)
This unscheduled maintenance shall be documented in the*

Console Haintenance Records book and forwarded to theFaclity Director for review and submittal
the next scheduled meeting. to the RHSC at

Approved: IkV
'Faclility Dif

_ __---
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STANDING ORDER 2

VERIFICATION OF PERIOD METER PERFORMANCE
L

1). The performance of the G.E. Log-N/ Period Amplifier,.

| period meter shall be verified by the console operator
during power. ascension for each day's critical
operation.

2). Verification shall-be made-in accordance with the
,

following procedures

|.
|$ 1. Establish stable positive period between 50 and 100

seconds. .(Reg Blade-Stationary)

2. Starting at a power level less than 50 watts perform a- ,

|( period verification using the following procedere
i

A. Select either linear power meter.
.

B. . Without upscaling power' meter ~ multiplier,
select two power levels with the second
being exactly twice the value of the first- '

ex. 10% and 20%

C. -Record the time it takes-for the power-to
.

' change from level 1-to level 2.

|: D.. Obtain the range of'the period from Table 1.
L and or Figure 1.
L
l >E. check to see that mater period istwithinm .

the limits as shown in Table 1 and-on Figure 1.

|- F. Record doubling tinne,, indicated period, upper
and lower limit, and rev blade height.

G. If' indicated period does not fall within
calculated limits IMMEDIATELY SHUTDOWN THE
REACTOR'.AND INFORM THE SRO.

1

Approve MV
Pa'cility DTr.

i

|

L -_.. . _ _ . . . _ . . - . _ . _ ____ _ _. __ _.____ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ ____ __________
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GOPPLEMENTAL OPERATOR TRAINING

DATE/#/.DFd 9# PERFORMED DY M S L" M
......---...--- ...... ...............-- .............--....--

1. Review of Event

1. Event Chronolgy

2. Event Analysis..

3. Remedial Actions Taken
.

II. Description of Standing Orders

1. S.O.#1, Log-N/ Period Amplifier Haintenance

2. S.O.52, Verification of Period Meter Performance

III. WPI Reactor Kinetics
1. Regulating Blade Integral Reactivity Worth From Critical

.

2. Maximum Reactivity Addition Rate -

|

3. Period Versus Reactivity Addition

4. Equations Relating period and Reactivity

IV. Discussion,' Questions and Answers
|>

ATTENDANCE:
!

| NAME RO/ BRO D'ITIALS ,

Y-1) /G A m e,7, Jeme> a /r
U

2) b0ld AfL'*Al OJ $ffA0 $.0 $b%

3) b irl; A|for |0 0$'

,

i 4) AoA uivnaJ& <=o

5) _h m , (Yhrwl 10 &

6) ,,__.

REVIEWED BY: 7 /'
Facility DirC

- - .


